Having all of that data neatly formatted means that you

Cratchit-WEB is an highly flexible, user-friendly,
online service designed to organize the massive amount of
information involved in the acquisition and on-going
maintenance of licenses for a sales force of any size. Our
clients range in size from a few dozen agents to over fifteen
thousand!

can produce a tremendous variety of reports. The ability
to display the results of your reports on-screen means you
can save paper, helping not only your department's
bottom line, but the environment as well!

All Cratchit-WEB reports come with a range of filters
that allow you to produce highly specified results. Among
the many different reports Cratchit-WEB is capable of
producing are:

Cratchit-WEB manages the information that is
critical to your departments' smooth operation and your
sales force's ability to sell your company's products.
Cratchit-WEB's intuitive user interface makes entering,
editing, and reporting on your data so easy, our clients say
they actually enjoy using it!

- Agent's License Renewals Due - Find out who needs
renewal and when to help you prepare. You can specify a
date range or a number of days into the future. A corresponding report is available for your Organizations as
well.

Designed for companies of all sizes, Cratchit-WEB
enables you to record and track:

- Agent's Appointment Renewals Due - Same as above,
but specific to the appointments held by your agents.

- Licenses and Appointments and their associated Lines
- CE requirements
- CE courses completed with credit tracking
- Address information with address history
- Employment information with employment history
- Education history
- Legal history
- Designations held
- Important upcoming activities or events (Reminders)
- Notification of due reminders (Deadlines)
- Permanent activity history (Diary)
- Personnel Information
- Documents in process
- NASD information for securities dealers

- Agents Licensed By State - Show all of the agents
licensed by your company in a single state or a group of
states.
- Carrier Appointment Listing - Find all agents or
agencies that are appointed to a carrier (or all carriers) in
a state (or group of states) instantly
- Agent Record Summary - an
'everything-you-ever-wanted-to-know' report for your
agents. Use it to communicate with your agents to keep
your information current.

Cratchit-WEB also lets you track the agencies and other
corporate entities within your company. You can track their
corporate officers, aliases under which they do business,
and at a glance, see a summary of their licensed and
appointed agents. This is possible because you can link
your agents to the agency where they are assigned, more
than one if necessary.

Authorized Business Partner since 2001

No set-up fee...
No annual fee...
Nothing to buy...
aves Money!

No repetitive typing...
aves Time and Errors

Consolidated billing by email...
aves Headaches

Call us or send an email today to receive a current pricing
schedule or to discuss the particular needs of your
company.

Sign up today at www.cratchit.com
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